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The whistle stop tour this afternoon

• Stations As Places thinking 

• Personalised Travel Planning

• Equality and Diversity initiatives 







Who we are and where we go…



A reminder of
where we 
were –
and where 
we are now 

The original plan was to deliver 89 STP’s over a three year
period leading up to the end of May 2021 across a variety of 
different stations. The delivery programme proposes:

34 Updated STP’s                      6 Partnership STP’s

39 New STP’s                            10 Community Rail STP’s

Fast forward to September 2019

We want to work with WMRE and Network Rail to fulfil the 
objective of every station having a ‘station masterplan’ in 
place.

We also want every LNR station to be covered by the  
station travel planning programme and to use the 
masterplanning thinking universally 

Station Travel Planning



Station Travel Planning & 
Masterplanning Framework
Developing an opportunity prospectus 
for stations and the communities they 
serve



“We will develop stations as 
quality gateways between 
communities and the railway, 
supporting the changing needs 
of our passengers, residents 
and visitors. Stations in the West 
Midlands will be community 
assets, supporting the wellbeing 
and development of the areas 
they serve through involving 
local community and 
business.”

- WMSA Mission Statement



An Opportunity Prospectus – our Stations as Places thinking

Holistic 
Improvements, 

Community 
Gateways

Public Realm 
& 

Placemaking

Masterplanning 
Framework

Last Mile 
Responsibility

Station 
Travel 
Plans

STPs and Masterplans are enablers of 
change.

❖ It’s a  shared vision and collaborative 
plan putting stations at the heart of the 
community, achieved by:

❖ Engaging with key community partners 
and stakeholders

❖ Knowing what is missing from the 
community

❖ Identifying a menu of improvements and 
initiatives 

❖ Developing an opportunity prospectus for 
the station 

❖ Owning a joint action plan 
❖ Creating legacy benefits for partners and 

the community



Strategic Layers of Focus

Station 
Boundary 

The defined land take of the alliance –
what do we own, what can we change and influence 
easily. 
- Can we build above the tracks?
- Redundant buildings back to life
- Community, Commercial, Charity

Immediate Station 
Environment

Land beyond the station lease area. 
Where connections to the public realm 
begin.
- Last mile connections & wayfinding
- Strong partnerships needed 
- Planning uplift
- Station Neighbours

Wider Catchment

The total area influenced 
by activity at and around 
the station .
- Trip generation
- Section 106 

contribution 
- Harmonise with wider 

strategic visions 



The Stations as Places delivery model 

This process is harmonised with the 8 step station travel plan process included within the WMT STP toolkit as highlighted with a
This means that is providing a ‘full masterplan’ solution, we will have all the critical elements of the STP requirements covered                                 
and also meet the relevant committed obligations 

Sensecheck             
and evaluate 

Micro/                         
small scale 

enhancements –
BAU / integration 

into existing 
workstream 

Site specific 
station 

projects with 
own business 

case for 
investment 

Strategic 
masterplanning 

with detailed 
support package –

architects etc 
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Baseline ‘stations as places’ process to give WMSA 
a common platform for ‘masterplanning’ decision s

Further Options post 
output report and 

evidence base



Station Dashboard



Station Specific Tracker



STP Toolkit: Interactive Planning Tools
One of many tools available to allow the team to 
visualise the station site without multiple time 
consuming visits or duplicating research.

❖ Spatially understand the station environment
– Combines images (aerial and ground view) 
with data tables.   

❖ Easy visualisation of actual vs potential use 
via colour coding.

❖ Opportunity to share between working 
groups.

– WMSA efficiency and partnership 

❖ A dynamic resource.
– Multiple layers of information can be added 
– Update as progress made



Station Audits



Station Audits



Key metrics – asking customers

For WMRE  stations

16 stations live now

Responses so far = 1300

Aim for around 100 but in some cases 
as high as 250



Pilot Station: Bromsgrove 
Strengths
• New station

> increased services to Birmingham (5 tph at peak).
> won’t have to expend significant resources upgrading this as up to spec.

• Good knowledge of local situation: both WMR and WMRE have recently undertaken 
reports in area. Shared intel as part of alliance.

• End of line station: propensity to encourage community transport as extend 
boarding times, step free access and room for vehicle drop offs. 

• Worcestershire County Council have a very clear walking/cycling map which includes 
link to town. 

• High density of houses near to station which is generally good for local commutes to 
station, but some localised barriers to cycling.

• Cycle parking well used – suggests demand but could be extended. 
• Fir for purpose cycling route: Into station from south and through to town centre 

(NCN Route 5).



Pilot Station: Bromsgrove 
Opportunities
• WMR flagship station – may be easier to secure funding and support here.
• New housing = more potential passengers in future – need STP to be future proof
• Promote onward bus travel opportunities as bus operators not always the best at this: 

> simplified maps.
> better integration of bus/train arrivals.
> advertise integrated ticketing via Swift.

• Make STPS electronic so people can read before travelling / use all these visual resources which will come out of the project. 
Accessible community involvement. 

• Old section of car park at Aston Fields (currently Bromsgrove DC) a potential asset site, opportunity for further creative thinking 
about how this could be used.

• Plenty of space at the station which could be used – and as isolated from town centre has potential to become its own hub. 
• Retail opportunities, both in current retail unit and potentially elsewhere on site.
• Booking office is currently quite sparse, there is an opportunity to consider what extra facilities may be useful here e.g. seating, 

charging points etc.
• Community engagement.  Bromsgrove has a rich heritage (both railway and in other areas) which could be drawn upon to 

engage the local community.



Birmingham 
International

We will use our partnership station 

travel plan to support the wider 

Hub initiative

This means working with 

Birmingham Airport, Virgin West 

Coast, Transport for Wales, 

National Express and key leisure 

and conference destinations

We’ll provide helpful evidence 

base to make Birmingham 

International station – and those 

stations close to it – work even 

more effectively 

Hub project – the STP link



Birmingham Hub – A Growth Node of Opportunity 



Development of the Airport Hub as a strategic opportunity

• The Airport Hub at Birmingham International is a key strategic 
location, with 18m visitors per annum and a growing revenue 
opportunity, but intense competition both from other TOCs as 
well as other modes of travel.

• It’s our aim to improve service quality and grow market share 
(currently just 10% of all train revenue), which we’re delivering 
through a diverse set of initiatives.

Formalised relationships with key partners- Birmingham International 
Airport and Resorts World- with regular touchpoints

New “Grab & Go” tickets (Carnet) being introduced offering flexible 
anytime travelling for frequent visitors 

Development of staff offers to support those with irregular and varied 
shift patterns

Reviewing the opportunity for more timetable changes, with a view to 
developing earlier and later services.

Increased direct services with the introduction of the new May 
timetable, Inc. new services to Liverpool and Wolverhampton 

Introduction of collaborative offers with partners, amplified through 
joint PR initiatives and social 

Brand presence tactically increased in key locations

Consideration being given to a unique, standalone website akin to 
Stansted Express offering via Greater Anglia

Train wraps for Birmingham International and Resorts World now live



Our new 
Development 
Planning 
Forum 

Going beyond the station 



Bus Access 
and Mobility



Tiered 
Bikehire 
strategy

Strategic         

Bikehire Support

(eg TfWM 

programme)

Local Authority Bikehire programmes

(eg Warwickshire. Hertfordshire)

SME/social enterprise enablement

(eg on/near station  bike shops/enterprises)

WMT Dedicated scheme (catering for local gaps)  

(eg Worcester point to point with StackRack bikes) 



Station 
Neighbours

Strategic         

Bikehire Support

(eg TfWM Nextbike 

programme)

Local Authority Bikehire programmes

(eg Warwickshire. Hertfordshire)

SME/social enterprise enablement

(eg on/near station  bike shops/enterprises)

WMT Dedicated scheme (catering for local gaps)  

(eg Worcester point to point with StackRack bikes) 



Moving into 
personalised 
travel 
planning



Development linked PTP



Disruption linked PTP



Moving into 
equality and 
diversity



• Addressing equality and diversity through

Induction

Customer service training ‘embedding’ 

Mobile ‘Access Squad’

Focused resources 

External and internal equality and diversity 
lead roles 

Embracing inclusion early in career paths 



The Way to Work scheme is a free ticket 
programme.

Way To Work provides support to your 
service users to help them

- access job interviews (6 tickets)

- access training and placements for up to 
a month 

- obtain a season ticket for up to three 
months once a service user has secured a 
new job

Introducing the Way to Work scheme



Mobile phone charging on-
train to support with last 
mile planning 

Traveller confidence 
schemes – ‘Ask Annie’ pilot

The importance of quick wins and longer term support



Partnership development with 
The Salvation Army, Princes 
Trust and other organisations

The importance of social integration 



The importance of social integration

• Our community                    
transport thinking 



The importance of ‘think equality’ early

• Our ‘think access’ 
approach 



Listening to customers 

• 40+ members 

• Hidden disabilities well represented

• Task and finish groups

• Influencing the thinking, the policy, 
the schemes, the detail 

• Stakeholder 
Equality 
Group



Thank You

Jon Harris

Jon.Harris@wmtrains.co.uk

07970 447 880

mailto:Jon.Harris@wmtrains.co.uk


Q&A


